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Figure 1. Examples of alternative heating systems.
Record high propane/natural gas prices over the last couple of years have lead a number of producers and poultry
companies to explore the possibility of using some type of alternative fuel to provide heat to their poultry houses during
cold weather. Though not commonly seen in the U.S. there are in fact a number of alternative heating systems on the
market today that can be used to dramatically reduce a poultry producer’s dependence on propane. These systems range
in price from less than $10,000 to well more than $60,000. Some alternative heating systems are relatively new to the
poultry industry while others have been used to heat poultry houses for decades. There are systems which are totally
automated requiring very little extra work of a producer while others are very labor and time intensive. The types of
alternative fuels burned by these systems range from more traditional fuels such as coal and used motor oil to “biomass”
fuel types such as corn, wood products, hay, peanut hulls, etc. Alternative heating systems can be an effective method
of heating poultry houses but, they are very different from a traditional propane heating system and therefore there are
many factors a producer needs to consider before investing in one.

Figure 2. Hot water fin pipe heating systems.
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Alternative heating systems can basically be divided into two groups: hot water and hot air systems. With hot water
systems a single heating unit on a farm is used to heat water to between 150 and 200oF which is then circulated to all
the houses on the farm through a series of buried insulated pipes (Figure 5). Once in the house the hot water then
typically flows through either heat exchangers, a simple radiator and a fan, (Figure 3) or a series of fin pipes (Figure
2) to heat the air in the poultry house. One advantage of a hot water system over hot air system is that a single heating
unit can be used to supply heat for an entire farm (possibly even a dwelling house) which significantly reduces
management time and labor, especially on a large farm. Another significant advantage is that heat distribution within
a poultry house is easier to control and therefore manage. Water flow to a portion of a house that doesn’t require
supplemental heat can be shut off or the fan on an individual heat exchanger can be turned off. The biggest
disadvantage of hot water systems is that they tend to be significantly more expensive than hot air systems. Hot water
systems require a boiler, multiple pumps, distribution pipes, valves, heat exchangers, etc. (Figure 4) often increasing
the initial cost of the system to twice that of the typical hot air system.

Figure 3. Example of hot water heat exchangers.

Figure 4. Examples of hot water system plumbing.

Figure 5. Insulating hot water distribution pipes.

With a hot air system the heating unit pulls air from a house, heats it, then returns the now hot air to the house. The
hot air is then distributed throughout the house either using some type of duct system (Figure 6) or through the use of
circulation fans (Figure 7). Though ducts and circulation fans have proven to be relatively effective methods of
distributing hot air evenly throughout a house they are not nearly as effective at maintaining uniform house conditions
as compared to traditional propane heating systems where there are multiple, individually controlled, heating units
distributed throughout a house. As a result, it can take a fair amount of time adjusting a hot air system’s circulation
fans, ducts and dampers to maintain uniform temperatures throughout the house especially if the system is not properly
designed.

Figure 6. Hot air systems utilizing ducts for heat distribution.
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Figure 7. Hot air heating system using circulation fans for heat distribution.
Many alternative heating systems are only capable of utilizing a single fuel type. Though this is not necessarily a
problem, ideally a system should be capable of burning a variety of fuels for the simple reason that you don’t want to
trade your dependence on one fuel (propane) for another that it too might one day be in short supply. A number of
producers learned this lesson who installed alternative heating systems that burned used motor oil. During the recent
surge in energy prices used motor oil prices increased significantly and even became unavailable in some areas. A
similar thing could happen to systems that burn exclusively wood pellets or corn. Yes, these fuels will always be
available but the price could increase to the point where the savings realized with these systems could be significantly
reduced and it would be advantageous to be able to switch to another less expensive type of alternative fuel.
There are a number of other considerations when it comes to type of fuel an alternative heating system burns (Figure
8). For instance, ideally you would like to burn a fuel that is being produced locally to reduce transportation cost. Coal
is a good fuel but if it has to be shipped a couple of a hundred miles the transportation cost can cut into your heating
savings. You need a fuel that is easy to handle, ideally one that can be fed automatically into the heating unit (Figure
9). Having to feed a unit multiple times a day, especially at night, can result in a cold house or an increased heating
cost as a house traditional propane heating system is called upon to keep the house warm when the alternative heating
system shuts down for lack of fuel. Another factor to consider is that you want a fuel that burns cleanly. A fuel that

produces a significant amount of ash or clinkers will invariable result in increased maintenance/downtime and reduce
heat savings. Last but not least ideally you want a burn fuel that has a relatively low intrinsic value. For instance,
motor oil as does corn has a relatively significant value when compared to raw wood chips. Wood pellets have a higher
intrinsic value than does saw dust. You basically want to burn a fuel that meets all the above qualifications and for the
most part no one else really has a use for. Which of course brings up the subject of burning poultry litter. Though it
is possible to burn litter it is important to realize that it is when compared to most other alternative fuels it is a poor
choice. It burns poorly (typically has to be mixed with another fuel) produces a significant amount of ash, tends to
produce a fair amount of smoke when burned, caustic, and must be fairly dry to burn.

Figure 8. Examples of various types of wood fuels.

Figure 9. Fuel storage bins (wood pellets on left, coal bin in center, fine wood chips on right)
It is important to realize the initial cost of a heating system is in many ways an indicator of its overall ease of use. Quite
simply the easier a system is to manage/control the more it will cost. Yes, you can install a simple coal stove in the
middle of a house relatively inexpensively but it is going to take a lot of time to keep it fueled, remove clinkers/ash,
and adjusting air flow to control the amount of heat produced. It will not start automatically if when you need heat and
it won’t shut off when you don’t need heat. Furthermore, getting heat distributed from a simple coal stove throughout
a 500' house is a challenge. What often happens is that the area near the stove will be too hot and locations far from
the stove too cool. In contrast, the typical modern hot water system with a central boiler is relatively easy to operate,
manage, and maintain. The unit automatically delivers heat only when and where it is needed. There is essentially no
daily work required other than occasionally filling the fuel bin which could be every few days or possibly once a flock.
Many of these systems any ash produced is removed automatically. But, as you would expect the cost of these systems
is substantially higher than a simple coal stove.
Even the best, most modern alternative heating system is going to take more time to manage and maintain the typical
propane heating system. For instance, one of the biggest challenges with any alternative heating system is obtaining
uniform and consistent house temperatures. Nothing produces more uniform house temperatures than a traditional
propane heating system. Traditionally a house’s heating system is broken up into multiple zones. For instance, the
brooders on the brooding end of a house are broken up into three or four groups with each being controlled by a single
temperature sensor or thermostat. The same holds true for the brooders/furnaces on the nonbrooding end of the house.
All and all a house could have six to eight distinct heating zones that will only operate when heat is required in a very
specific area of the house. This not only results in very uniform house temperatures but a significant fuel savings

because heat is only added where it is needed. Secondly, a traditional brooder/furnace can produce a lot of very hot
air very quickly. Within seconds of being activated a brooder/furnace produces a significant amount of VERY hot air
quickly arresting any decrease in house temperature. As soon as the desired house temperature is reached the
brooder/furnace shuts off and no more heat is added to the house. This not only results in a more uniform house
temperature but significant fuel savings as well due to the fact that the house temperature does not “over swing” causing
exhaust fans to come on to cool the house back off leading invariably to the house temperature dropping to the point
that the heating system comes on again.
An alternative heating system is quite different. First, the response time is much slower than a traditional propane
system resulting in an increased variation in house temperature over time. This is due to two factors. First, the hot air
produced by an alternative heating system tends to be between 100 and 160oF which is relatively “cool” when compared
to the heat produced by a furnace or brooder. The cooler air means that it takes longer to bring the house up to
temperature. Secondly, especially with hot air alternative heating systems once heat is no longer needed, the system
tends to continue to add heat to the house for a time. This is because if the blower bringing hot air into the house were
to shut off as soon as heat was no longer required the heating unit itself would overheat. Therefore most alternative
heating systems will continue to add some heat to the house for a few minutes after heat is no longer being called upon
often causing the house temperature to rise momentarily above the set point. The end result is that during cold weather
even with properly designed and managed alternative heating systems house temperature will between four and seven
degrees over time compared to only a degree or two with a traditional propane heating system (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Air temperatures in a house being heated by radiant brooders (left) vs alternative heating system (right)
As mentioned previously heat distribution throughout a house is a challenge with most alternative heating systems.
Even with most hot water systems using individual heat exchangers spread there may only be four located throughout
the house resulting in four heating zones compared to the usual six or eight. With hot air the challenges are
significantly greater because the hot air is only being introduced at a single location then has to be distributed with a
duct or circulation fans. This fact makes it difficult to adjust the amount of heat moving to different areas of the house.
For instance, if a duct system has holes down the length of it to introduce hot air evenly down the house what do you
do when you only need heat near the tunnel curtain or on the non brooding end? What if during the day the center is
the cool spot and night when the wind changes direction the tunnel fan end becomes a cool spot? How does one easily
change the distribution of hot air with a duct system with fixed openings? Complicating matters is that the fact that
temperature of the air coming out of the duct decreases with distance (Figure 11). So you end up with the hottest air
coming out of the duct near the heating unit (typically near the center of the house) and the coolest air exiting at the ends
of the duct where it is often most needed (near the end walls).
Another related potential problem is that a hot air system is typically operated based on an average of house
temperature. If the house temperature is very uniform from end to end this does not present a problem. But, what if
as in many cases, the area near the tunnel curtain is five to tend degrees cooler than the rest of the house. Based off an
average of house temperature the heating system may not come on leading to very cold birds. If you were to operate
the system based off the temperature sensor in the vicinity of the tunnel curtain you stand the chance of the remainder
of the house becoming too hot which may cause exhaust fans to come on to cool the house back down further
complicating matters.
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Figure 11. Temperature differences down the length of hot air distribution duct.
One of the problems of nonuniform house temperatures in houses with alternative heating systems is that it typically
leads to increased heating costs. In most houses the existing propane heating system is used to provide “back-up” heat
in case there is a location in the house that heating demands are not being met by the alternative heating system. If the
alternative heating system is doing a good job of distributing the heat where it is needed the propane heating system
would only operate occasionally maximizing fuel savings. But the poorer of a job the alternative heating system does
on distributing the heat throughout the house the greater the amount of time the house’s propane heating system will
have to operate to make sure that proper temperatures are maintained throughout the house the lower a producer’s fuel
savings will be.
One last point to keep in mind. Too often producers when looking at alternative heating systems think primarily in
terms of using the system during brooding and not enough about how the system will be used once the birds are turned
out into full house. Though energy usage is high during the first few days after the birds are placed the fact of the
matter is that it is typically greater just prior to and just after turning the birds into full house. Having a heating system
that will do just as good of a job of heating the nonbrooding end as it does the brooding end can result in significantly
lower heating costs.
As you can probably see there are a lot of factors to consider when looking to purchase an alternative heating system.
Hot water vs. hot air, fin pipe vs. heat exchanger, circulation fan vs. duct system, fuel type, and level of automation to
name a few. The primary question of course is “What is the return on investment for an alterative heating system?”.
The answer to this question will be addressed in future Poultry Housing Tips as well as the many
advantages/disadvantages of alternative heating systems.
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